CLIENT SPOTLIGHT:

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

Working with Environmental Systems Corporation’s (ESC)
Energy Solutions Group, Wesleyan University performed a
lighting retrofit project that produced sizable annual operational
savings by reducing the facility’s electricity consumption while
at the same time improving lighting quality.
Founded in 1831, Wesleyan University is a private liberal arts
college located in Middletown CT. The University occupies a
316-acre campus, with 150 wood frame single family houses,
80 traditional academic buildings and 70 buildings used for
maintenance, storage, multi-family homes for staff and offices.
Wesleyan’s student body of approximately 3,000 undergraduate
and 200 graduate students are housed and educated here.
Wesleyan’s commitment to energy conservation has been
strengthened with the signing of a presidential decree joining
many other universities that have also committed to carbon
neutrality by 2050. Reducing energy consumption plays a large
role in meeting this goal. Wesleyan has set several interim
goals as well, one of which is to reduce its carbon emissions by
20% by 2020.

Over the last 10 years, Wesleyan has completed 10 phases
of comprehensive energy projects – adding solar systems,
variable frequency drives, motors, replacing inefficient boilers,
building envelope improvements and lighting upgrades. These
10 phases have reduced Wesleyans’ energy consumption by 5%
each year, which is significant when added up over a 10-year
span. Although these projects resulted in significant savings,
Wesleyan knew they could do better with a different Energy
Conservation Partner.
In February of this year, ESC was invited to create an energy
proposal for Wesleyan’s May board meeting where all
upcoming Energy Conservation Projects were discussed and
prioritized. The selected projects all needed to be completed
before the students returned to school later that summer.
Despite this time constraint, ESC’s Energy Efficiency Team was
able to complete an energy audit and turnaround a proposal for
the prioritized lighting upgrades and controls projects.
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ESC’s lighting retrofit proposal was quickly approved by the
Board with the direction for ESC to complete all buildings before
the end of summer break. ESC designed an intricate project plan
and executed it nearly flawlessly using 4 subcontractors and
very creative scheduling. The project installation was completed
before the students returned for the fall semester. The scope
of work included replacing approximately 8,000 light fixtures,
converting them from fluorescents and incandescent to LEDs, as
well as installing networked lighting controls in 6 high traffic and
heavily utilized buildings.

The lighting retrofit project was performed in multiple campus
buildings, they included, Freeman Athletic Center, Hall Atwater
Laboratory, Usdan University Center, Olin Memorial Library,
Shanklin Laboratory and Boger Hall which houses the College of
Letters, Art History Department and Career Center.
The Pool at the Freemen Athletic Center were underlit according
to requirements set by the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA). ESC helped bring the lighting up to NCAA
standards which in addition to changing the dynamics of the
building completely now also reduces energy costs.

Field House: Before

Field House: After
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The lighting efficiency improvements were a success – the new
lighting produced significant reduction in annual electrical usage
and the financial savings that comes with it. The University
received an incentive from Eversource Energy for nearly
$550,000 upon completion of the project which helped mitigate
investment costs.
Wesleyan University recognized and acted on a simple, but
significant opportunity that is available to any facility that is
operating on any non-LED lighting technology. The lighting
retrofit project improved the lighting conditions of the facilities

and resulted in considerable energy and cost savings. Although
achieving greater energy efficiency through lighting retrofits
is just one of the many methods companies can deploy to
decrease operational costs, Wesleyan is a case-in-point of how
a large facility can successfully leverage available recourses
– both technical and financial – to overcome barriers to
implementing large-scale energy efficiency projects.
Wesleyan University continues to work with ESC for identifying
the best opportunities for conservation and leveraging the
available utility incentives.
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